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Abstract Language and communication deficits are key
diagnostic criteria for autism. However, not all aspects of
language are equally affected. Here we present evidence of
enhanced performance of a critical aspect of language—
word processing—in children with autism. The results have
implications for explanatory theories of autism and language, and for the development of therapeutic approaches.
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Introduction
Although deficits of language and communication are
defining characteristics of autism, not all aspects of language are equally affected. Whereas impairments are
consistently observed in ‘‘pragmatics’’ (how to use language appropriately in social and real-world contexts),
‘‘lexical’’ abilities involving individual words are generally
spared (for review, see Walenski et al. 2006). Here we
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further examine lexical processing, and test a specific
hypothesis which predicts that lexical abilities may not
only be spared, but could even be enhanced, in autism.
Multiple lines of evidence from healthy and impaired
populations, including both adults and children, have
linked lexical knowledge to declarative memory and its
underlying temporal lobe structures (Friederici 2002; Indefrey and Levelt 2004; Levelt et al. 1999; Levelt 2001;
Ullman 2001, 2004; Ullman et al. 1997). In autism, it has
been predicted that aspects of declarative memory, in
particular lexical and semantic memory (semantic memory
is declarative memory for facts), may not only be spared,
but perhaps even enhanced (Walenski et al. 2006). This
prediction follows from the hypothesized procedural deficit
in autism (Mostofsky et al. 2000; Ullman 2004; Walenski
et al. 2006), together with independent evidence suggesting that a dysfunction of procedural memory can lead to the
enhancement of declarative memory in variety of circumstances (the ‘‘see-saw effect’’) (Ullman 2004; Walenski
et al. 2006).
Previous evidence from autism suggests a sparing of
lexical and semantic memory. (Note that although episodic
memory, that is declarative memory for personally experienced events, appears to be problematic in autism, this
may be explained by the particular dependence of episodic
memory on frontal lobe structures, which are implicated in
the disorder (Ben Shalom 2003).) Moreover, some evidence suggests that lexical/semantic memory may serve as
compensatory mechanisms for aspects of procedural (and
perhaps even episodic) memory (Ben Shalom 2003; Mostofsky et al. 2000; Ullman 2004; Walenski et al. 2006),
consistent with a relative sparing of lexical and semantic
memory. However, to our knowledge no one has specifically tested for, or reported, enhancements in lexical/
semantic memory in autism.
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To examine the prediction of enhanced lexical and/or
semantic processing, we tested subjects with autism on a
picture-naming task, in which subjects name pictures of
objects. Performance at picture naming depends crucially
on lexical/semantic memory, which encodes the arbitrary
associations between a word’s phonological representation (specifying the sounds to be produced) and its
meaning—the concept activated by presentation of the
picture (Indefrey and Levelt 2004; Levelt et al. 1999;
Levelt 2001).
Few prior studies of lexical processing in autism have
examined expressive language (i.e., language production),
and only two that we are aware of have reported performance at picture naming tasks. In one of these studies,
performance in children with autism was highly correlated
with IQ scores, suggesting no particular deficit at the task
(Kjelgaard and Tager-Flusberg 2001). However, typically
developing control children were not included, so it is not
clear whether the performance by the children with autism
would be normal, deficient, or possibly even superior,
relative to typically developing subjects with similar IQ
scores. A second study reported normal performance in
three of five adults with autism at the rapid automated
naming subtest of the CELF-R (Müller et al. 1999).
While these and other studies suggest that lexical processing may not be specifically impaired in autism, it is
possible that enhancements of lexical processing could
have been obscured by the inclusion of easier items, such
as higher frequency words, thereby leading to ceiling
effects. To address this issue, in the current study we
examined lexical processing with a picture-naming task
that included both higher and lower frequency picturenames.

Methods
Subjects
Subjects were native English-speaking high-functioning
boys diagnosed with autism (n = 21) and typically developing control boys (n = 26) and control girls (n = 27).
Diagnosis of autism was made according to the autism
diagnostic interview-revised (ADI-R) and the autism
diagnostic observation schedule-generic (ADOS-G) (Lord
et al. 2000, 1994). We focused on boys with autism
because autism has a much higher prevalence in boys (Lord
and Spence 2006), and because this allowed us to distinguish autism-related and sex-related differences. All
subjects had full scale IQ scores greater than 80 (range
81–139; means: autism 106.52; control-boys 116.69;
control-girls 115.78; one-way ANOVA F2,71 = 5.25,
p = 0.008). Subjects did not differ on age (range
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8–14 years; means: autism 10.00; control-boys 10.00;
control-girls 9.63; one-way ANOVA F2,71 = 0.51,
p = 0.60) or education (range 2–8 years; means: autism
4.89; control-boys 4.54; control-girls 4.37; one-way
ANOVA F2,71 = 0.62, p = 0.54). The majority of subjects
were right-handed (autism: n = 18 of 21; control-boys:
n = 23 of 26; control-girls: n = 23 of 27). Children with
identifiable causes of autism (e.g., Fragile X syndrome)
were excluded. Control subjects were free of any developmental or psychiatric disorders (Reich et al. 1997).

Materials and Procedure
In the picture-naming task subjects named 96 pictures of
objects (including animals, tools, fruits, vegetables, and
buildings). Picture names varied in their frequency of
occurrence in English (range: 0–6.30), calculated as the
natural logarithm of the sum of the raw frequencies from
two English-language counts (Church 1988; Francis and
Kucera 1982; Ullman 1999). Note that the picture names in
our task were all of relatively low-frequency, from the
lower half of the frequency range of nouns in English (the
full range was 0–11.30 in our counts). Pictures were shown
on a computer screen, and remained on-screen for 15 s, or
until the subject finished responding, with a 3-s interstimulus interval (ISI) between items.

Analysis
First responses to each item were analyzed using multilevel
(hierarchical) regression models, with crossed random
effects of subject and item. Dependent variables were
correct/incorrect (accuracy) and ln-transformed response
times (milliseconds) of correct responses. A logit-link
function (for binary outcome data) was used for accuracy
analyses. Two sets of analyses were carried out. First, we
examined group differences in performance (accuracy,
response time), with word frequency held constant (covaried out). Second, we examined group differences in the
effect of frequency on performance; that is, we treated
frequency as a continuous independent variable. Group
differences of means (i.e., when holding word frequency
constant), and regression-line intercepts and slopes (i.e.,
when examining effects of frequency) are reported as
t-statistics between the appropriate parameters estimated
by each model. Two additional potentially confounding
subject- and item-related variables (full-scale IQ and itemorder) were included as covariates in all analyses. All
response-time analyses additionally included a covariate
indicating whether the object-name began with a vowel (a
word’s initial sound can affect computerized response-time
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measurement) (Kessler et al. 2002). Reported means,
intercepts and slopes are adjusted for these covariates.
Nine additional item-related or subject-related variables
were examined, but, unlike the included covariates, these
did not significantly (ps [ 0.1) predict either accuracy or
response time (either independently or when included in
the regression models), and therefore were not ultimately
included as covariates in any analysis: object-name
wordlength (syllables); whether or not the name has an
initial fricative sound; the manipulability of the depicted
object (rated from 1 to 7); subject age, years of education;
and handedness (right versus non-right); and whether or
not a subject with autism was taking psychiatric medication, had co-morbid obsessive compulsive disorder
(OCD), or co-morbid attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).
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Holding frequency constant (covarying it out), the groups
did not differ in their mean accuracy (probability of correct
response: autism 0.90; control-boys 0.87; control-girls 0.88;
autism versus control-boys: t68.6 = 1.08, p = 0.28; autism
versus control-girls: t68.3 = 0.73, p = 0.47; control-boys
versus control-girls: t68.0 = 0.42, p = 0.68) or response
time (ln-transformed milliseconds: autism 7.31; controlboys 7.36; control-girls 7.32; autism versus control-boys:
t69.3 = 0.84, p = 0.40; autism versus control-girls: t69.5 =
0.16, p = 0.87; control-boys versus control-girls: t69.3 =

0.77, p = 0.44), consistent with previous findings of spared
lexical knowledge in autism (see above).
When frequency was examined as a continuous independent variable, all three groups were, as expected, faster
and more accurate at higher than lower frequency words
(regression-line slopes differed from 0; Fig. 1). No group
differences in response time were found for higher-frequency words. However, the groups differed significantly
on the lower-frequency words (Fig. 1a). On these items the
boys with autism responded faster than control boys, but
not faster than control girls, who were themselves faster
than the control boys.
These frequency-modulated response-time differences
cannot be explained by a speed-accuracy tradeoff, as there
were no frequency-modulated accuracy differences
(Fig. 1b). They are also not explained by a number of
potentially confounding item- and subject-related variables
such as word-length, object manipulability, item-order,
age, education, and IQ, among others (see above). Similarly, evidence suggests that neither the visual processing
of the pictures, nor the speed with which articulatory
(motor) gestures can be programmed or executed, are able
to explain word frequency effects in picture naming tasks
(Levelt et al. 1999), and thus these factors are unlikely to
explain the pattern observed here.
In contrast, prior evidence suggests that the influence of
word frequency on naming speed derives from a stage of
lexical processing involving access to the phonological
form of the word (Levelt et al. 1999), a stage which furthermore has been localized to temporal lobe regions

Fig. 1 Regression line equations and group differences of slopes and
high- and low-frequency words for (a) response time; (b) accuracy.
Regression lines are shown across the range of picture-name
frequencies tested, from ln(frequency) = 0 (lowest-frequency; zerointercept) to ln(frequency) = 6.30 (highest-frequency). In the equations, A corresponds to the zero-intercept and B to the slope of the

regression line. Group differences at the high-frequency endpoint (A0 )
were examined by resetting the intercept to ln(frequency) = 6.30.
Significance was assessed with t-statistics, between groups for A, A0
and B, and between B and zero. All p-values are reported two-tailed,
with a = 0.05; degrees of freedom are calculated using the
Satterthwaite approximation

Results and Discussion
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(Levelt 2001). Thus, the observed pattern of frequency
effects—both with respect to the finding that all three
groups were faster and more accurate at naming higher
than lower frequency words, and with respect to the finding
of group differences in response times to lower frequency
words—seem likely to derive from accessing lexical
representations.
The speeded performance observed for the boys with
autism relative to the control boys is thus consistent with
the prediction of an enhancement in autism of aspects of
declarative memory, and lexical/semantic memory in particular. Moreover, the lack of a difference between the boys
with autism and the control girls, and the advantage of
control girls as compared to control boys, are consistent
with this prediction, since prior evidence suggests a female
advantage, relative to males, at lexical and declarative
memory (Ullman 2004; Ullman et al. 2007).
It is important to emphasize, however, that the precise
source of the enhancement in autism is not yet clear (and
may or may not be the same as the cause of improved
lexical/declarative memory in typically developing girls).
Although it may indeed be explained by the ‘‘seesaw’’
effect, namely that declarative memory is enhanced as a
consequence of procedural memory abnormalities (see
above), no direct evidence for such an effect has been
presented here. Alternatively or additionally, enhanced
lexical/semantic memory in autism may reflect the
involvement of mechanisms that directly affect aspects of
declarative memory. For example, brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) may play a role. Individuals with
autism have been shown to have increased levels of BDNF
(for review, see Tsai 2005), which has independently been
found to modulate aspects of declarative memory functionality as well as hippocampal activation and grey matter
volumes (Egan et al. 2003; Hariri et al. 2003; Pezawas
et al. 2004). Moreover, evidence suggests that the female
advantage at lexical/declarative memory may depend, at
least in part, on BDNF-modulated effects of estrogen
(Murphy et al. 1998; Scharfman and MacLusky 2005;
Simpkins et al. 1997; Ullman et al. 2007; Woolley 1999).
Thus it is plausible that BDNF may (also) play a role in
enhanced lexical/semantic memory in autism. However,
further research is needed, not only to test the replicability
of the findings reported here, but also to identify the exact
source of these effects.
To our knowledge, this is the first report of better-thannormal performance at lexical/semantic processing in autism. It demonstrates that even though language deficits are
a diagnostic criterion for autism, at least one aspect of
language may actually be enhanced. The findings extend to
language the view that the ‘‘disorder’’ of autism may
constitute not a cluster of deficits, but rather a set of relative strengths and weaknesses across various domains
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(Frith and Happé 1994). The finding that lexical/semantic
memory is a neurocognitive strength in the disorder may
also help to explain the high coincidence of savantism and
autism, since savants (with talents in both language and
non-language domains) also exhibit exceptional memory
(Treffert and Christensen 2005). Finally, an enhancement
of lexical/semantic memory, and perhaps other aspects of
declarative memory as well, may provide important compensatory mechanisms in autism for impaired language and
other cognitive functions, which could lead to new therapeutic interventions (Ben Shalom 2003; Ullman 2004;
Walenski et al. 2006).
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